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Excess BAFF Rescues Self-Reactive B Cells from
Peripheral Deletion and Allows Them to Enter
Forbidden Follicular and Marginal Zone Niches

competing non-self-reactive B cells, the lifespan and
migration of anergic B cells in the periphery are limited.
Thus, within a diverse B cell repertoire, anergic B cells
fail to mature, have a half-life of only 2 to 3 days, and
are excluded from the splenic follicle (FO) and marginal
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zone (MZ) (Cyster and Goodnow, 1995; Cyster et al.,Locked Bag Number 6
1994; Phan et al., 2003).Newtown, New South Wales 2042

Disruption of the mechanisms underlying normal elim-2Garvan Institute of Medical Research
ination of self-reactive B cells is likely to be a significantDepartment of Arthritis and Inflammation
factor contributing to the onset of autoantibody-medi-384 Victoria Street
ated diseases. Tg mice overexpressing the tumor necro-Darlinghurst, New South Wales 2030
sis factor (TNF) superfamily member BAFF (TALL-1,Australia
THANK, BLyS, zTNF4, TNFSF13b) exhibit systemic auto-
immunity accompanied by elevated levels of circulating
autoantibodies and immune complex-mediated glomer-Summary
ulonephritis (Khare et al., 2000; Mackay et al., 1999).
These mice also contain increased numbers of matureThe role of BAFF in B cell self tolerance was examined
B cells, in particular MZ B cells, due to the activity ofby tracking the fate of anti-HEL self-reactive B cells
BAFF as a potent B cell survival factor (Batten et al.,in BAFF transgenic mice using four different models
2000; Rolink et al., 2002). Older BAFF transgenic miceof self-reactive B cell deletion. BAFF overexpression
demonstrate hallmarks of Sjögren’s syndrome (SS),did not affect the development of self-reactive B cells
such as severe sialadenitis and decreased saliva pro-normally deleted in the bone marrow or during the
duction (Groom et al., 2002). Significantly elevated levelsearly stages of peripheral development. By contrast,
of BAFF are found in serum of patients with SS, sug-self-reactive B cells normally deleted around the late
gesting a role for dysregulated expression of BAFF inT2 stage of peripheral development were rescued from
this and potentially other systemic autoimmune dis-deletion, matured, and colonized the splenic follicle.
eases (Groom et al., 2002). Although the means by whichFurthermore, self-reactive B cells normally selectively
excess BAFF precipitates autoimmunity remains un-deleted from the marginal zone repopulated this com-
clear, it has been proposed that the normal mechanismspartment when excess BAFF was present. Self-reac-
restricting the survival of self-reactive B cells may betive B cells rescued by excess BAFF were not anergic.
subverted under such conditions (Groom et al., 2002;BAFF overexpression therefore rescued only self-
Mackay et al., 2003). While this is an attractive proposi-reactive B cells normally deleted with relatively low
tion, the influence of excess BAFF on the developmentstringency and facilitated their migration into other-
of self-reactive B cells has yet to be directly tested.wise forbidden microenvironments. This partial sub-

BAFF-mediated B cell survival signals are transducedversion of B cell self tolerance is likely to underlie the
via BAFF-R, a member of the TNFR superfamily (Schie-autoimmunity associated with BAFF overexpression.
mann et al., 2001; Thompson et al., 2001). Respon-
siveness to BAFF is not a property of all B cells but isIntroduction
acquired during B cell maturation. Thus, immature BM
B cells and splenic transitional type 1 (T1) B cells (CD21/

Stringent controls over the development of B cells ex-
35lo CD23lo) in spleen express low levels of BAFF-R (Hsu

pressing anti-self BCRs are essential for preventing the
et al., 2002), are not expanded in BAFF transgenic mice

onset of antibody-mediated autoimmune diseases (Batten et al., 2000) nor in mice administered exogenous
(Goodnow et al., 1990). Studies using transgenic (Tg) BAFF (Hsu et al., 2002), and are largely unaffected in
mice expressing BCRs directed against various forms baff�/� mice (Gross et al., 2001; Schiemann et al., 2001).
of self-antigens have demonstrated that B cells which Maturation of T1 B cells to the T2 stage is marked by
encounter high-avidity self-antigen in the bone marrow the upregulation of CD23 (Allman et al., 2001), increased
(BM) fail to progress past the most immature stage of BAFF-R expression, and the onset of responsiveness
B cell development and die before they can migrate to to BAFF-mediated survival signals (Hsu et al., 2002).
the periphery (Hartley et al., 1991; Nemazee and Buerki, Progression of B cell development past the T2 stage is
1989). By contrast, self-reactive B cells recognizing sol- dependent on BAFF (Gross et al., 2001; Schiemann et
uble self-antigens are able to colonize peripheral al., 2001). Acquisition of both responsiveness to and
lymphoid tissues, as exemplified in the anti-hen egg dependence on BAFF therefore corresponds closely to
lysozyme (HEL) x soluble HEL (sHEL) double Tg model the point during B cell development at which the majority
(Goodnow et al., 1988; Phan et al., 2003). In this case, of peripheral B cells die (Forster and Rajewsky, 1990;
peripheral self-reactive B cells are anergic provided that Hsu et al., 2002), suggesting that B cell homeostasis may
their interaction with sHEL self-antigen exceeds a criti- be controlled by the limiting amounts of BAFF present
cal threshold (Goodnow et al., 1989). In the presence of in vivo. In particular, the ability of competing non-self-

reactive B cells to eliminate anergic B cells before they
can mature (Phan et al., 2003) raises the possibility that*Correspondence: r.brink@centenary.usyd.edu.au
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Figure 1. Excess BAFF Does Not Rescue Self-Reactive B Cells from Deletion by mHEL Self-Antigen in the BM

wt, mHEL Tg, BAFF Tg, and mHEL x BAFF Tg mice were lethally irradiated and reconstituted with BM from a SWHEL donor heterozygous for
the CD45.1 allele. Spleen (A) and BM (B) cells were harvested from the BM chimeras 8 weeks later and stained with anti-B220-PerCP, anti-
CD45.1-FITC, anti-CD24(HSA)-PE, and HEL � HyHEL5-Alexa Fluor� 647. Plots depict donor-derived (CD45.1�) lymphocytes (A) or donor-
derived B220� cells (B). Numbers show the proportion of gated events in the indicated windows. The low levels of HEL-staining on the HEL�

B cell populations in the spleens of wt and BAFF Tg chimeras is not due to the expression of anti-HEL Ig (Phan et al., 2003) but may represent
“cytophilic” antibody derived from the HEL� B cells (Mason et al., 1992). Less than 1% of B cells stain as HEL� in wt and BAFF Tg mice
(Phan et al., 2003) (data not shown).

self-reactive B cells are poor competitors for limiting irradiated Tg mice expressing membrane HEL (mHEL)
(Hartley et al., 1991) are reconstituted with BM from IgBAFF survival signals.

To clarify the role of BAFF in autoimmunity and B cell Tg mice capable of generating high-affinity anti-HEL
(HEL�) B cells. HEL� B cells produced in the BM of theself tolerance, we studied the fate of HEL� self-reactive

B cells in BAFF Tg mice. By using four different models resulting chimeras undergo developmental arrest and
die in situ before they can migrate to peripheral lymphoidof self-reactive B cell elimination, we demonstrate that

overexpression of BAFF affects the development of tissues (Hartley et al., 1993; Phan et al., 2003).
Lethally irradiated wild-type (wt), mHEL Tg, BAFF Tg,some but not all self-reactive B cells. Thus, the develop-

ment of self-reactive B cells upon which deletion is most and mHEL x BAFF Tg were reconstituted with BM from
Tg mice that produce HEL� B cells capable of undergo-stringently enforced is unaffected by excess BAFF. In

contrast, self-reactive B cells deleted during later stages ing Ig class switch recombination (SWHEL) (Phan et al.,
2003). In wt recipients reconstituted with SWHEL BM,of maturation can be rescued by BAFF overexpression

and migrate to anatomical microenvironments from 40%–60% of peripheral B cells were HEL� (Figure 1A),
a similar proportion to that observed in intact SWHEL micewhich they are usually excluded. This partial subversion

of B cell self tolerance is likely to be the mechanism (Phan et al., 2003). By contrast, mHEL Tg recipients of
SWHEL BM lacked peripheral HEL� B cells (Figure 1A)by which excess production of BAFF drives systemic

autoantibody-mediated disease. and contained only immature CD24hi HEL� B cells in BM
(Figure 1B). BAFF Tg recipients contained increased
frequencies of mature HEL� B cells in spleen and BMResults
(Figures 1A and 1B) as well as an expanded splenic MZ
HEL� B cell compartment (data not shown), therebyBAFF Overexpression Does Not Rescue

High-Affinity Self-Reactive B Cells confirming that secretion of BAFF from the liver of BAFF
Tg mice is maintained following lethal irradiation andfrom Deletion in the BM

The effect of BAFF overexpression on B cell self toler- reconstitution. When the recipients expressed both ex-
cess BAFF and mHEL, the fate of HEL� B cells did notance was examined initially using a model in which high-

affinity self-reactive B cells recognizing a high-avidity differ from that observed in mice Tg for mHEL alone
(Figures 1A and 1B). Thus, overexpression of BAFF failedself-antigen are deleted in the BM. In this model, lethally
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Figure 2. Self-Reactive B Cells Exposed to
sHEL Self-Antigen Are Rescued from Dele-
tion in the Spleen of Intact Mice Overexpress-
ing BAFF and Are Not Anergic

Spleen cells from mice of the indicated geno-
types were stained with anti-B220-PerCP,
anti-CD21/35-FITC, anti-CD23-PE, and HEL �

HyHEL5-Alexa Fluor� 647.
(A) FACS data showing proportion of HEL
binding and non-HEL binding B cells in each
indicated mouse genotype.
(B) CD21/35 and CD23 profiles of the HEL�

B cells from (A). Numbers in (A) and (B) repre-
sent the proportion of gated events in the
indicated windows, including the immature
T1 (CD21/35lo CD23lo), FO (CD21/35int CD23hi),
and MZ (CD21/35hi CD23lo) B cell populations.
(C) Numbers of HEL� B cells per spleen were
calculated by multiplying the proportion of
HEL� B cells in each mouse (A) by the total
number of spleen cells. Numbers of immature
T1 (IMM), FO, and MZ HEL� B cells were cal-
culated by multiplying the proportion of HEL�

B cells that exhibited the relevant CD21/35
versus CD23 phenotype (B) by the total num-
ber of HEL� B cells. Points represent data
from individual mice with the mean value in
each group indicated by the columns.
(D) Spleen cells were incubated with or with-
out HEL and stained for B220, HEL binding,
and CD86 as described in the Experimental
Procedures. The geometric mean of CD86
fluorescence intensity was calculated after
gating on HEL� B cells. Data is representative
of three independent experiments.
(E) Recipient wt mice were injected with an
inoculum of 104 HEL� B cells from the indi-
cated mouse genotype plus 2 � 108 HEL-
SRBC in an adoptive transfer assay as de-
scribed in the Experimental Procedures. Sera
were collected from recipients after 7 days
and anti-HEL IgG1 antibodies measured by
ELISA. Points show data from individual re-
cipients and the bar represents the geometric
mean. Recipients receiving 104 HEL� B cells
plus mock-conjugated SRBC contained less
than 20 ng/ml anti-HEL IgG1 regardless of
donor genotype. Data are representative of
two independent experiments.

to rescue self-reactive B cells destined for deletion in the effects of BAFF overexpression on B cells encoun-
tering HEL as a soluble self-antigen (sHEL). In SWHEL xthe BM.
sHEL Tg mice, self-reactive HEL� B cells are present at
reduced frequencies in the spleen (Figure 2A) with theBAFF Overexpression Can Rescue High-Affinity

Self-Reactive B Cells Normally Deleted majority of them (60%–70%) exhibiting an immature T1
phenotype (CD21/35lo CD23lo) and the remainder an im-in the Periphery

The role of BAFF in peripheral as opposed to central mature T2 phenotype (CD21/35lo CD23hi) (Figure 2B). The
failure of these self-reactive HEL� B cells to maturedeletion of self-reactive B cells was examined by testing
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Figure 3. Self-Reactive B Cells Rescued by
BAFF Overexpression Colonize the Splenic
FO but Not the MZ

Immunohistological stains illustrating the lo-
calization of HEL� B cells in the spleens of
9- to 12-week-old intact Tg mice (A–D) and
SWHEL � wt mixed BM chimeras analyzed 10
weeks after lethal irradiation and reconstitu-
tion (E–H) (see Figure 5). Sections of snap-
frozen spleens were fixed and stained for B
cells (B220; blue), HEL binding receptors
(green), and the marginal sinus (MadCAM-1;
red) to distinguish the MZ (crossbar) from the
follicle (FO). The T cell-rich PALS area inside
the FO and the extrafollicular red pulp show
minimal B cell staining. HEL binding B cells
are cyan blue due to the costaining of blue
(B220�) and green (HEL�). Immature HEL� B
cells are B220lo and therefore appear greener
than mature B cells. Spleen sections from
intact Tg mice are as follows. (A) SWHEL �

HEL� B cells in the FO and MZ. (B) SWHEL x
sHEL; self-reactive HEL� B cells are mainly
in the PALS and red pulp. (C) SWHEL x BAFF �

HEL� B cells expanded and dominate the FO
and MZ. (D) SWHEL x sHEL x BAFF; self-reac-
tive HEL� B cells localize in FO but not the
MZ. Spleen sections of SWHEL � wt mixed BM
chimera recipients: (E) wt, (F) sHEL Tg, (G)
BAFF Tg, and (H) BAFF x sHEL Tg. Results
were similar to the corresponding intact Tg
mice except in the case of BAFF x sHEL Tg
chimeras (H) where, unlike in SWHEL x sHEL x
BAFF Tg mice (D), BAFF overexpression did
not alter the localization of the self-reactive
HEL� B cells to the PALS and red pulp.

is due to the presence of competing non-HEL binding Tg mice, the HEL� B cells from all but one of the SWHEL x
sHEL x BAFF Tg mice examined progressed efficiently(HEL�) B cells, which leads to death around the T2 stage

of maturation (Phan et al., 2003). Self-reactive HEL� B past the immature T1 stage to form a prominent popula-
tion of cells exhibiting the mature FO B cell phenotypecells in SWHEL x sHEL Tg mice are excluded from the

splenic FO and MZ, residing primarily in the red pulp (CD21/35int CD23hi) (Figure 2B) that was similar in size
to the analogous population in SWHEL x BAFF Tg miceand the T cell-rich PALS (Figures 3A and 3B).

To test the effects of BAFF overexpression in this (Figure 2C). On the other hand, self-reactive HEL� B
cells exposed to excess BAFF still failed to populatesystem, SWHEL x sHEL Tg mice were mated with BAFF

Tg mice to produce SWHEL x BAFF and SWHEL x sHEL x the MZ compartment in SWHEL x sHEL x BAFF Tg mice
(Figures 2B and 2C). Immunohistological analysis ofBAFF Tg animals. The phenotype of HEL� splenic B

cells in control SWHEL x BAFF Tg mice mirrored that spleen sections was consistent with the results obtained
by flow cytometry, demonstrating colonization of theobserved previously in BAFF Tg mice reconstituted with

SWHEL BM (Figure 1). Thus, overall HEL� B cell numbers FO by self-reactive HEL� B cells in SWHEL x sHEL x BAFF
Tg mice with only HEL� B cells being detected in thewere increased 5.4-fold compared to SWHEL mice (Fig-

ures 2A, 2C, and 3C), with the MZ (CD21/35hi CD23lo) B MZ (Figure 3D).
cell compartment being preferentially expanded (12.4-
fold) (Figures 2B, 2C, and 3C). Examination of SWHEL x High-Affinity Self-Reactive B Cells Rescued

by BAFF Overexpression Are Not AnergicsHEL x BAFF Tg mice revealed that overexpression of
BAFF had a striking effect on the development of self- Anergic FO self-reactive HEL� B cells express inactive

BCR molecules lacking the capacity to signal upregula-reactive HEL� B cells. Unlike the case in SWHEL x sHEL
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Figure 4. Increased Competition in SWHEL � wt Mixed BM Chimeras Compared to Intact SWHEL Mice Results in More Stringent Deletion of
Self-Reactive B Cells

Mixed BM chimeras were produced by reconstituting lethally irradiated wt and sHEL recipients with a 90:10 mixture of SWHEL and wt BM cells.
(A) Splenocytes from intact SWHEL and SWHEL x sHEL Tg mice or wt and sHEL Tg mixed BM chimeras were stained and analyzed by FACS as
described in Figure 2.
(B) CD21/35 and CD23 expression profiles of HEL� B cells using the gates shown in (A). Windows indicate immature T1 (CD21/35lo CD23lo),
FO (CD21/35int CD23hi), and MZ (CD21/35hi CD23lo) B cells, and figures are the frequency of gated cells in the respective populations.
(C) Splenocytes from the same mice were also stained for CD24 (HSA) and its expression on HEL� B cells plotted against CD21/35. B cells
exhibiting the immature CD21/35lo CD24hi phenotype and the proportion of gated cells in this population are indicated.
(D) The proportion of self-reactive HEL� B cells exhibiting the more mature CD23hi phenotype was calculated in intact SWHEL x sHEL Tg mice
and sHEL Tg recipients of SWHEL plus wt BM cells using the gates shown in (B). Points are from individual mice while the bars indicate the
mean values obtained.
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tion of the costimulatory molecule CD86 in response to those B cells that undergo deletion in the BM. However,
full responsiveness to BAFF does not occur until someantigen (Cooke et al., 1994; Phan et al., 2003; Rathmell
point during the T2 phase of B cell maturation (Grosset al., 1998) and produce 10-fold less antibody than non-
et al., 2001; Hsu et al., 2002; Schiemann et al., 2001).self-reactive HEL� B cells when challenged with HEL
Hence, it remained possible that self-reactive B cellsconjugated to sheep red blood cells (HEL-SRBC) in vivo
normally deleted in the periphery before reaching this(Goodnow et al., 1988). To test whether the FO self-
critical maturational window may not be rescued byreactive HEL� B cells rescued by overexpression of
excess amounts of BAFF. We therefore established anBAFF remained anergic, we first measured their ability
alternative model of peripheral B cell deletion in whichto upregulate CD86 in response to HEL in vitro. Non-
self-reactive HEL� B cells are eliminated earlier duringself-reactive (SWHEL and SWHEL x BAFF Tg) HEL� B cells
B cell maturation than occurs in intact SWHEL x sHELunderwent efficient CD86 upregulation in response to
Tg mice.HEL, whereas the anergic self-reactive HEL� B cells

To do this, we first tested whether the introduction offrom SWHEL x sHEL Tg mice did not (Figure 2D). In con-
extra competition from polyclonal HEL� B cells wouldtrast, the self-reactive HEL� B cells rescued by BAFF
further restrict the maturation of self-reactive B cells.overexpression in SWHEL x sHEL x BAFF Tg mice under-
Mixed BM chimeras were therefore produced in whichwent partial upregulation of CD86 (Figure 2D), indicating
lethally irradiated wt and sHEL Tg mice were reconstitu-that these cells are not fully anergic.
ted with a 90:10 mixture of SWHEL and wt BM cells. TheWe next tested whether the partial responsiveness of
presence of prerearranged Ig transgenes is known toBCRs on self-reactive B cells rescued by excess BAFF
greatly reduce the expansion of B lineage precursors inwas sufficient to facilitate autoantibody production in
the BM (Cook et al., 1997; Mason et al., 1992). Thus,response to antigenic stimulation in vivo. For this pur-
the inclusion of only 10% wt cells in the BM inoculumpose, equal numbers of HEL� B cells from the various
resulted in an increase in the ratio of HEL� to HEL� BTg mice were challenged with HEL-SRBC in an adoptive
cells in the spleen from less than 1:1 in the intact SWHELtransfer assay. A week after challenge, non-self-reactive
mice to an average of 6:1 in wt mice reconstituted withHEL� B cells from SWHEL and SWHEL x BAFF Tg donors
a 90:10 mixture of SWHEL and wt BM cells (Figure 4A andgenerated robust antibody responses comprising both
data not shown).anti-HEL IgG1 (Figure 2E) and IgM (data not shown)

In the absence of sHEL expression, the additionalantibodies. By contrast, sera from recipients of anergic
competition from HEL� B cells did not affect the matura-HEL� B cells from SWHEL x sHEL Tg donors contained
tion of nontolerant HEL� B cells to FO and MZ pheno-10-fold lower levels of anti-HEL antibodies. Transferred
types (Figures 4B and 4C; SWHEL versus SWHEL � wt →self-reactive B cells from SWHEL x sHEL x BAFF Tg mice
wt chimera). However, comparison of the peripheralproduced comparable amounts of anti-HEL IgG1 (Figure
HEL� B cells obtained from SWHEL x sHEL Tg mice versus2E) and IgM (data not shown) antibodies to those se-
SWHEL � wt → sHEL Tg mixed BM chimeras revealedcreted by non-self-reactive (i.e., SWHEL and SWHEL x BAFF
that the development of self-reactive B cells was indeedTg) HEL� B cells. Thus, overexpression of BAFF re-
affected by this additional competition. Thus, the pro-versed the anergic state of self-reactive B cells in SWHEL x
portion of HEL� self-reactive B cells exhibiting the moresHEL x BAFF Tg mice sufficiently to enable them to
mature CD23hi phenotype was lower in sHEL Tg mixedproduce both switched and unswitched autoantibodies
chimeras compared to intact SWHEL x sHEL Tg micein response to specific antigen in vivo.
(Figures 4B and 4D). The more immature phenotype
of the self-reactive B cells in the mixed chimeras was

Increased Intercellular Competition Results confirmed by the finding of higher frequencies of imma-
in Earlier Peripheral Deletion ture CD24hi B cells in these mice (Figure 4C). These data
of High-Affinity Self-Reactive B Cells indicate that the additional competition from HEL� B
The results obtained thus far suggested that overex- cells in the mixed BM chimeras results in more stringent
pression of BAFF can rescue self-reactive B cells nor- deletion of self-reactive HEL� B cells at an earlier time

point during maturation.mally destined to undergo peripheral deletion but not

Figure 5. BAFF Overexpression Does Not Rescue Self-Reactive B Cells from Deletion or Anergy in Mixed BM Chimeras

(A and B) wt, sHEL Tg, BAFF Tg, and sHEL x BAFF Tg mice were lethally irradiated and reconstituted with a mixture of BM from SWHEL and
wt donors (90:10 ratio). Spleen cells were harvested 10 weeks later and analyzed as for Figure 2. Data from total splenic lymphocytes are
shown in (A), while (B) portrays data from HEL� B cells using the windows shown in (A). (C) Spleen cells from mixed BM chimeras were stained
as for (A). Total numbers of HEL� B cells/spleen and those in the immature T1 (IMM), FO, or MZ compartments were calculated as for Figure
2. The data points represent individual mice with the mean value in each group indicated by the columns. (D) Spleen cells were incubated
with or without HEL and stained for B220, HEL binding, and CD86 as for Figure 2D. The geometric mean of CD86 fluorescence intensity was
calculated after gating on HEL� B cells. Data is representative of three independent experiments. (E) Recipient wt mice were injected with
104 HEL� B cells from the indicated mixed BM chimeras plus 2 � 108 HEL-SRBC in an adoptive transfer assay and serum antibody in recipients
analyzed as for Figure 2E. Recipients receiving 104 HEL� B cells plus mock-conjugated SRBC contained less than 40 ng/ml anti-HEL IgG1
regardless of donor genotype. Data are representative of two independent experiments. (F) Spleen cells from SWHEL x BAFF and SWHEL x
sHEL x BAFF Tg mice (Figure 2) and BAFF and sHEL x BAFF Tg chimeras reconstituted with mixed SWHEL � wt BM (Figure 5) were stained
with HyHEL5-Alexa Fluor� 647 with (open curve) and without (shaded curve) prior addition of saturating HEL. Profiles represent B220� cells.
The percentage of BCR on HEL� B cells occupied by endogenous sHEL (BCR occupancy) was calculated as described (Phan et al., 2003).
(G) Comparison of receptor occupancy in SWHEL x sHEL x BAFF Tg mice and sHEL x BAFF Tg chimeras reconstituted with mixed SWHEL �

wt BM. Points represent data from individual mice and bars indicate the mean value.
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Overexpression of BAFF Does Not Rescue rally. However, it remained possible that self-reactive
B cells possessing a lower affinity for self-antigen areHigh-Affinity Self-Reactive B Cells

from Peripheral Deletion in the Presence deleted with lower stringency and may therefore be sus-
ceptible to rescue from deletion by excess BAFF.of High Levels of Intercellular Competition

We next determined whether additional intercellular To test this possibility, we took advantage of the fact
that mice expressing the rearranged anti-HEL heavycompetition influenced the ability of excess BAFF to

rescue self-reactive B cells from peripheral deletion. For chain variable gene alone produce HEL� B cells at low
but detectable frequencies and with varying affinitiesthis purpose, mixed BM chimeras were produced by

reconstituting lethally irradiated wt, sHEL Tg, BAFF Tg, for HEL (Hartley and Goodnow, 1994). In mice carrying
the SWHEL heavy chain without the light chain transgeneand sHEL x BAFF Tg recipients with SWHEL plus wt BM

at a 90:10 ratio. [SWHEL(H) mice], the proportion of spleen cells readily
detectable as HEL� B cells was only 0.1%–0.2% whenAnalysis of BAFF Tg mixed chimeras again showed

the typical expansion of non-self-reactive HEL� B cells stained with low (4.1 ng/ml) concentrations of HEL (Fig-
ure 6A). These cells have a high affinity for HEL, asexposed to excess BAFF in vivo, with a greater than

4-fold rise in total numbers as well as a preferential demonstrated by their similar HEL binding kinetics to
HEL� B cells from SWHEL (heavy plus light chain) miceincrease in MZ B cell numbers (Figures 5B and 5C). In

contrast to intact SWHEL x sHEL x BAFF Tg mice, how- (Figure 6A and data not shown). A second, larger (0.2%–
0.4%) population of HEL� B cells was detected whenever, self-reactive HEL� B cells from SWHEL � wt →

sHEL x BAFF Tg mixed BM chimeras exhibited an almost SWHEL(H) spleen cells were stained with higher concentra-
tions (e.g., 37 ng/ml) of HEL (Figure 6A). Titration of HELidentical phenotype to those present in recipients ex-

pressing sHEL alone. Thus, despite a small increase in binding indicated that this population includes B cells
that bind HEL with an intermediate affinity in the rangecell numbers (Figure 5C) and CD21/35 expression (Fig-

ure 5B), few self-reactive HEL� B cells from the SWHEL � of 10- to 50-fold lower than that of the high-affinity popu-
lation (data not shown).wt → sHEL x BAFF Tg mixed BM chimeras progressed

past the immature T1 (CD21/35lo CD23lo) stage (Figures As would be predicted, the high-affinity HEL� B cell
population was efficiently deleted from the peripheral B5B and 5C). Self-reactive B cells were also excluded

from the splenic FO and retained in the PALS and red cell pool of SWHEL(H) x sHEL Tg mice (Figures 6A and 6B).
On the other hand, only 70% of the intermediate affinitypulp of sHEL x BAFF Tg mixed BM chimeras (Figure

3H). Functional comparison of B cells from the various population was deleted, demonstrating a direct relation-
ship between the affinity of self-reactive B cells andrecipients revealed that the self-reactive HEL� B cells

from sHEL x BAFF Tg mixed BM chimeras were com- deletion stringency. Further examination revealed that
deletion of intermediate affinity HEL� self-reactive Bpletely anergic. These cells therefore failed to upregulate

CD86 in response to HEL in vitro (Figure 5D) and re- cells was only partial (64%) within the FO population
but almost complete (92%) in the MZ compartment (Fig-sponded as poorly as HEL� B cells from sHEL Tg recipi-

ents when tested for anti-HEL IgG1 (Figure 5E) and IgM ures 7A and 7B). Measurement of surface CD86 levels
following in vitro stimulation with HEL demonstrated(data not shown) production in response to HEL-SRBC

in vivo. Thus, in the higher stringency mixed chimera that the majority of the HEL� self-reactive B cells from
SWHEL(H) x sHEL Tg mice were not anergic (Figure 6C).model, overexpression of BAFF failed to rescue self-

reactive B cells from either peripheral deletion or anergy. This, in combination with the fact that these B cells
almost exclusively exhibited a mature FO phenotypeThe observation that peripheral deletion of anergic

self-reactive B cells in SWHEL x sHEL Tg mice is circum- (Figure 7A and data not shown) indicates that the HEL�

B cells remaining in SWHEL(H) x sHEL Tg mice are notvented by excess BAFF (Figure 2) whereas the additional
competition from HEL� B cells in the mixed BM chimeras tolerized, presumably because their affinity for HEL falls

below the threshold required for tolerance induction.prevents BAFF-mediated rescue (Figure 5) could be ex-
plained by a difference in the degree of interaction with
sHEL self-antigen between the two systems. This possi- Overexpression of BAFF Leads to Accumulation
bility was excluded by demonstrating that the degree of Intermediate Affinity Self-Reactive
of BCR occupancy by endogenous sHEL did not differ B Cells in the MZ Compartment
between B cells from SWHEL x sHEL x BAFF Tg mice To assess the effects of excess BAFF on the deletion of
and sHEL x BAFF Tg mixed BM chimeras (Figures 5F HEL� self-reactive B cells in the SWHEL(H) variable affinity
and 5G). system, spleen cells from SWHEL(H) x sHEL x BAFF Tg

mice were stained with varying concentrations of HEL.
Consistent with the results in the mixed BM chimeraIntermediate Affinity Self-Reactive B Cells Developing

in the Presence of High Levels of Intercellular system (Figure 5), BAFF overexpression failed to rescue
high-affinity HEL� self-reactive B cells from deletionCompetition Are Preferentially Deleted

from the MZ Compartment (Figures 6A and 6B). By contrast, the population of B
cells with intermediate affinity for HEL was expandedIn the mixed BM chimera model described above, the

increased intercellular competition prevented high- 4.7-fold in SWHEL(H) x sHEL x BAFF relative to SWHEL(H) x
sHEL Tg mice (Figures 6A and 6B). The effect of excessaffinity HEL� self-reactive B cells from being rescued

by excess BAFF (Figure 5). One interpretation of this BAFF on intermediate affinity HEL� self-reactive B cells
was most striking in the MZ compartment. Thus, theresult is that excess BAFF is unlikely to rescue self-

reactive B cells from deletion under physiological condi- number of MZ phenotype intermediate affinity HEL� B
cells was increased 24-fold in SWHEL(H) x sHEL x BAFFtions since high intercellular competition exists natu-
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Figure 6. Excess BAFF Expands Intermediate Affinity Self-Reactive HEL� B Cells

(A) Spleen cells from the indicated mice were stained with anti-B220-PerCP and HEL (at 0, 4.1, or 37 ng/ml) � HyHEL5-Alexa Fluor� 647.
Note that SWHEL(H�L) spleen cells were diluted 1:10 in nontransgenic spleen cells prior to staining so that the frequency of HEL� B cells was
comparable to that in SWHEL(H) mice. Numbers represent the proportion of gated events within the windows.
(B) Spleen cells were stained as for (A) using 37 ng/ml HEL. The numbers of high affinity and intermediate affinity HEL� B cells/spleen were
calculated using the gates shown in (A). Points represent data from individual mice of the indicated genotype while the columns represent
the mean.
(C) Spleen cells were incubated with or without HEL-FITC (1 �g/ml) and stained for B220, HEL binding, and CD86 as described in Figure 2D.
The geometric mean of CD86 fluorescence intensity was calculated after gating on HEL� B cells. Data is representative of two indepen-
dent experiments.
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Figure 7. Excess BAFF Promotes Intermediate Affinity Self-Reactive HEL� B Cells into the MZ Compartment

(A) Spleen cells from the indicated mice were stained with anti-B220-PerCP, anti-CD21/35-FITC, anti-CD23-PE, and 37 ng/ml HEL � HyHEL5-
Alexa Fluor� 647. Numbers of intermediate affinity HEL� B cells in the splenic FO and MZ compartments were calculated using gates as for
Figures 2B and 6A.
(B) Sections of snap-frozen spleens were fixed and stained as for Figure 3. B cells (B220; blue), HEL binding receptors (green), and the
marginal sinus (MadCAM-1; red) are stained and the MZ (crossbar), FO, and PALS indicated. (i) Non-Tg C57BL/6—negative control for HEL�

B cells; (ii) SWHEL(H) � HEL� B cells in the FO and MZ; (iii) SWHEL(H) x sHEL � HEL� B cells in FO only; (iv) SWHEL(H) x BAFF � HEL� B cells in FO
and MZ; (v) SWHEL(H) x sHEL x BAFF � HEL� B cells in MZ as well as FO.
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compared to SWHEL(H) x sHEL Tg mice (Figure 7A). Histo- for self-antigen, recognition of an autologous polyvalent
molecule) are insulated from the effects of BAFF bylogical analysis confirmed the appearance of self-reac-
virtue of their deletion early during B cell developmenttive HEL� B cells in the MZ of SWHEL(H) x sHEL x BAFF
(e.g., models 1 and 2; Figure 7C). Taken together, theseTg mice (Figure 7Bv compared to 7Biii). HEL� self-reac-
findings establish a role for excess BAFF in subvertingtive B cells from SWHEL(H) x sHEL x BAFF Tg mice were
the normal mechanisms of B cell self tolerance, therebynot anergic (Figure 6C) although it was not possible
providing a primary mechanism for the induction of auto-to identify the individual responses of the MZ versus
immunity associated with BAFF overexpression. More-FO subsets.
over, the limitation of the effects of BAFF overexpression
to self-reactive B cells deleted with relatively low strin-

Discussion
gency provides an explanation for the gradual rather
than acute onset of manifestations of autoimmunity in

The importance of BAFF as a survival factor in peripheral BAFF Tg mice (Groom et al., 2002; Khare et al., 2000;
B cell development has been well documented in studies Mackay et al., 1999).
of both BAFF deficient (Schiemann et al., 2001; Thomp- A role for BAFF overexpression in mediating autoim-
son et al., 2001) and BAFF Tg (Khare et al., 2000; Mackay munity receives additional support from the finding in
et al., 1999) mice. In this study, we characterized the this study that self-reactive B cells rescued by BAFF
specific role played by BAFF in the regulation of self- were positioned in splenic microenvironments from
reactive B cells. The effects of BAFF overexpression which they are typically excluded. In the first case, high-
were examined in four different scenarios involving self- affinity self-reactive B cells normally excluded from the
reactive B cells with (1) high affinity for membrane- FO in tolerant SWHEL x sHEL Tg mice efficiently colonized
bound self-antigen (Figure 1), (2) high affinity for soluble this area in SWHEL x sHEL x BAFF Tg mice (model 3;
antigen with extensive (physiological) intercellular com- Figure 3). Nevertheless, these cells failed to colonize
petition (Figures 3 and 5), (3) high affinity for soluble the MZ, consistent with the high stringency of deletion
antigen with limited intercellular competition (Figures 2 of self-reactive B cells from this compartment as pre-
and 3), and (4) intermediate affinity for soluble antigen viously characterized in the anti-HEL x sHEL double Tg
with extensive (physiological) intercellular competition model (Mason et al., 1992, Phan et al., 2003). The high
(Figures 6 and 7). These models and the effects of BAFF stringency of deletion from the MZ was also exemplified
overexpression on self-reactive B cell development in in the case of the intermediate affinity HEL� self-reactive
each case are summarized in Figure 7C. B cells, which, in the absence of BAFF overexpression,

Self-reactive B cells were deleted at different points were efficiently deleted from the MZ but only partially
during B cell development in each of the four models from the FO (model 4; Figures 7A and 7B). In this case,
described above, ranging from complete elimination excess BAFF restored HEL� self-reactive B cells to the
from the periphery (model 1) to specific deletion from MZ compartment (Figures 7A and 7B). The restoration
the MZ alone (model 4) (Figure 7C). When the effects of self-reactive B cells to different splenic microenviron-
of BAFF overexpression in each model are considered ments in these two models probably reflects the differ-
together, it is apparent that the development of self- ent stringency of deletion imposed on the respective
reactive B cells is only affected by excess BAFF when self-reactive B cell populations in the absence of excess
the developmental stage at which they are normally de- BAFF. Thus, self-reactive B cells rescued by excess
leted occurs after a critical point around the T2 stage BAFF appear to be “promoted” to the next stage of
of B cell maturation (Figure 7C). Since full respon- development rather than being channeled into a specific
siveness to BAFF survival signals is not acquired until microenvironment or phenotype (Figure 7C).
some time during the T2 stage (Gross et al., 2001; Hsu The promotion of self-reactive B cells to normally for-
et al., 2002; Schiemann et al., 2001), this finding suggests bidden microenvironments within the spleen is likely to
that only those self-reactive B cells that mature suffi- be as important in the induction of BAFF-driven autoim-
ciently to acquire responsiveness to BAFF survival sig- munity as the rescue of such cells from deletion. Ac-
nals are rescued from deletion by excess BAFF. cording to the results presented here and elsewhere

The requirement for self-reactive B cells to pass a (Mason et al., 1992; Cyster et al., 1994; Phan et al., 2003),
critical maturational “checkpoint” in order to be rescued the immune system has evolved a hierarchical system in
from deletion by excess BAFF means that only those which self-reactive B cells are most stringently deleted
cells that are deleted with relatively low stringency can from the MZ, followed by the FO, and then complete
be rescued under such circumstances (e.g., models 3 deletion from the periphery (Figure 7C). This hierarchical
and 4; Figure 7C). By contrast, self-reactive clones that system progressively reduces the likelihood of the self-

reactive B cells being activated by either antigen orprove the greatest threat to the host (e.g., high affinity

(C) Summary of self-reactive B cell deletion in the four models examined in this study and the influence of excess BAFF. B cell development
is indicated as a maturational progression in which deletion of self-reactive B cells can occur at different stages depending on parameters,
such as self-antigen avidity, affinity for self-antigen, and the degree of intercellular competition. Excess BAFF did not affect the development
or localization of self-reactive B cells deleted early during development (models 1 and 2) but rescued self-reactive B cells normally deleted
later during maturation (models 3 and 4). Responsiveness to excess BAFF coincided with development past a critical maturational window
during the T2 stage at which BAFF responsiveness and BAFF-R expression are acquired. See text for details. Note that a direct progression
from FO to MZ stages is indicated for convenience and to reflect the hierarchy of deletion of self-reactive B cells. The actual maturational
relationship between these two compartments remains unclear.
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polyclonal stimuli. The need to prevent B cells with sig- Alternatively, BAFF signaling pathways may be compro-
nificant autoreactivity from colonizing the MZ is para- mised in these cells in parallel with the inactivation of
mount, since B cells in this area are most exposed to BCR signaling that characterizes B cell anergy. Either
polyclonal B cell stimuli, such as LPS and CpG associ- way, competition for BAFF as a mechanism for deletion
ated with blood-borne pathogens (Cyster, 2000). More- of self-reactive B cells is likely to apply only in the case
over, MZ B cells produce greater and more sensitive of cells deleted around the late T2 stage of development
responses to T dependent and T independent stimuli since selective purging of self-reactive B cells from the
than FO B cells (Oliver et al., 1997, 1999) and are more MZ compartment occurs independently of intercellular
potent costimulators of T helper cells (Attanavanich and competition (Mason et al., 1992, Phan et al., 2003).
Kearney, 2004). Removal of self-reactive B cells from

Experimental Proceduresthe FO further reduces the likelihood of inappropriate
activation of self-reactive B cells, since cells excluded

Micefrom this compartment have a short half-life and cannot
The various mouse strains used were maintained on a C57BL/6

recirculate through the body (Cyster and Goodnow, background in the Centenary Institute Animal Facility. All experimen-
1995; Phan et al., 2003). In other words, the presence tal mice were hemizygous for their respective transgenes. SWHEL

of excess BAFF is likely to precipitate autoimmunity not mice have been described previously (Phan et al., 2003) and carry
the VH10 anti-HEL heavy chain variable region coding exon targetedonly by increasing the numbers of self-reactive B cells
to the endogenous IgH allele plus a VH10-� anti-HEL light chainbut also by promoting them into microenvironments
transgene. For the experiments described here, the loxP-flankedwhere their location and associated phenotype increase
neomycin resistance cassette upstream of the targeted VH10 exon

their chances of inappropriate activation. was removed from the SWHEL germline by crossing with the Zp3-
The likelihood of self-reactive B cells rescued by BAFF Cre Tg line (Lewandoski et al., 1997). SWHEL(H) mice carried the tar-

overexpression being activated in vivo is also increased geted IgH allele alone without the light chain transgene. HEL Tg
mice either expressed mHEL from the mouse H2-Kb promoter (KLK3by the fact that they are not anergic. Thus, in each of
line) (Hartley et al., 1991) or sHEL from the mouse metallothioneinthe cases where excess BAFF countered the deletion
promoter (ML5 line) (Goodnow et al., 1988). BAFF Tg mice thatsignal (models 3 and 4), self-reactive B cells acquired
secrete high levels of murine BAFF under the influence of a liver-sufficient BCR responsiveness to upregulate CD86 and
specific �1-antitrypsin promoter have been previously described

to mount T dependent antibody responses (Figures 2D, (Mackay et al., 1999). All mice were screened for the presence of
2E, and 6C). A possible mechanism of action of BAFF transgenes by PCR amplification of genomic DNA prepared from
in reversing anergy is suggested by the fact that BAFF peripheral blood leukocytes.

is a potent activator of members of the NF-�B/Rel tran-
BM Chimerasscription factor family in B cells (Do et al., 2000). Since
Recipient mice aged 8–14 weeks were lethally irradiated (950 rad)BCR-induced NF-�B activation is specifically blocked
and rescued 6–8 hr later with an intravenous injection of 2 � 107

in anergic B cells (Healy et al., 1997), direct augmen- BM cells. BM cells were harvested from donor mice of the indicated
tation of cellular NF-�B activity therefore provides a genotypes by aspirating femurs and tibiae with medium (RPMI/10%
plausible mechanism whereby the presence of excess FCS). Chimeras were analyzed 8–14 weeks after reconstitution.
BAFF may overcome the BCR signaling defect charac-

Flow Cytometryteristic of anergic B cells. Interestingly, the self-reactive
Four color flow cytometry was performed on a dual laser FACSCali-intermediate affinity HEL� B cells that matured to the
burTM flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) and analyzed with CELL-FO stage and survived in SWHEL(H) x sHEL Tg mice in the
QuestTM v.3.3 software (BD Biosciences). Splenocytes and BM cells

absence of BAFF overexpression were fully responsive were stained in 96-well round-bottom plates as described (Phan et
to antigen rather than anergic (Figure 6C). This result al., 2003). Antibodies utilized in staining were obtained from BD
suggests that, within a normal polyclonal repertoire, an- Biosciences, including anti-CD21/35-FITC (clone 7G6), anti-CD23-

PE (B3B4), anti-CD24(HSA)-PE (M1/69), anti-B220(CD45R)-PerCPergic B cells probably do not enter the mature B cell
(RA3-6B2), anti-CD45.1-FITC (A20), and anti-CD86-PE (GL1). HEL�pool at all but exist only transiently as immature B cells.
B cells were identified by staining with a saturating concentrationHence, the phenomena of anergy and peripheral dele-
of HEL (Sigma-Aldrich) at 200 ng/ml and revealed by HyHEL5 mAbtion in the B lineage are likely to be tightly linked under
conjugated to either Alexa Fluor� 647 (Molecular Probes) or FITC.

normal circumstances. For detection of HEL� B cells of differing affinities, staining was
The requirement for competition from non-self-reac- also performed using HEL at 4.1 or 37 ng/ml. HyHEL5 mAb was

tive B cells for the peripheral deletion of high-affinity purified from hybridoma supernatants and conjugated to FITC and
Alexa Fluor� 647 as described (Phan et al., 2003). Receptor occu-self-reactive B cells by soluble self-antigen (Cyster and
pancy was determined by staining with and without the addition ofGoodnow, 1995; Cyster et al., 1994; Phan et al., 2003)
HEL prior to staining with conjugated HyHEL5 and calculated asraises the possibility that the development of certain
previously described (Phan et al., 2003).self-reactive B cells may be curtailed due to an inability

to compete efficiently for essential survival signals. The Adoptive Transfer
finding here that self-reactive B cells can be rescued Splenocytes from donor mice were prepared and the percentage
from deletion at the T2 stage by provision of excess of HEL binding B cells present determined by FACS. HEL-SRBC
BAFF is consistent with this possibility and suggests were prepared as previously described (Goodnow et al., 1988) and

mock-conjugated SRBC produced without the addition of HEL. Non-that these cells may be relatively poor at receiving BAFF
irradiated recipients (8- to 14-week-old male C57BL/6 wt mice) re-signals in vivo. If exclusion from BAFF signals is impor-
ceived 200 �l of inoculum intravenously containing 104 HEL� B cellstant for the deletion of self-reactive B cells near the T2
and 2 � 108 HEL-SRBC or mock-conjugated SRBC. Equivalent num-

stage, it cannot be explained on the basis of altered bers of spleen cells were injected into each recipient by balancing
expression of receptors for BAFF, since self-reactive B donor cells with splenocytes from C57BL/6 wt mice. Serum was
cells from SWHEL x sHEL Tg mice appear to express collected 7 days after injections and anti-HEL antibodies quantitated

by ELISA.normal levels of both BAFF-R and TACI (data not shown).
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ELISAs Cyster, J.G. (2000). B cells on the front line. Nat. Immunol. 1, 9–10.
A modified ELISA protocol (Goodnow et al., 1988; Phan et al., 2003) Cyster, J.G., and Goodnow, C.C. (1995). Antigen-induced exclusion
was used to measure the amount of anti-HEL antibodies present in from follicles and anergy are separate and complementary pro-
the serum samples. In brief, 96-well polystyrene plates (Nunc) were cesses that influence peripheral B cell fate. Immunity 3, 691–701.
coated with 10 �g/ml HEL and incubated at 4�C overnight. The wells

Cyster, J.G., Hartley, S.B., and Goodnow, C.C. (1994). Competitionwere blocked with 5% skim milk/PBS at 37�C in a humidity chamber
for follicular niches excludes self-reactive cells from the recirculatingfor 1 hr. Serial dilutions of sera and HyHEL10 anti-HEL IgM or IgG1
B-cell repertoire. Nature 371, 389–395.standards (Phan et al., 2003) were then added and anti-HEL Ig
Do, R.K., Hatada, E., Lee, H., Tourigny, M.R., Hilbert, D., and Chen-subsequently detected with either anti-mouse IgM-biotin (R6-60.2)
Kiang, S. (2000). Attenuation of apoptosis underlies B lymphocyteor IgG1-biotin (A85-1) (BD Biosciences) followed by avidin-alkaline
stimulator enhancement of humoral immune response. J. Exp. Med.phosphatase conjugate (Roche) and revealed with the p-nitrophenyl
192, 953–964.phosphate substrate (ICN Biomedicals). Absorbance at 405 nm was

read and the concentration of anti-HEL Igs calculated with reference Forster, I., and Rajewsky, K. (1990). The bulk of the peripheral B-cell
to the appropriate HyHEL10 standard curve. pool in mice is stable and not rapidly renewed from the bone marrow.

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 87, 4781–4784.
Immunohistology Goodnow, C.C., Crosbie, J., Adelstein, S., Lavoie, T.B., Smith-Gill,
Spleens were snap-frozen in liquid N2 and 5–7 �m sections prepared S.J., Brink, R.A., Pritchard-Briscoe, H., Wotherspoon, J.S., Loblay,
and stained for B220, MadCAM-1, and HEL binding as described R.H., and Raphael, K. (1988). Altered immunoglobulin expression
previously (Phan et al., 2003). and functional silencing of self-reactive B lymphocytes in transgenic

mice. Nature 334, 676–682.
In Vitro Cultures

Goodnow, C.C., Crosbie, J., Jorgensen, H., Brink, R.A., and Basten,The ability of self-reactive B cells to upregulate CD86 was assayed
A. (1989). Induction of self-tolerance in mature peripheral B lympho-by culturing 106 splenocytes overnight at 37�C with or without HEL
cytes. Nature 342, 385–391.(500 ng/ml) or HEL-FITC (1 �g/ml) in RPMI 1640 medium containing
Goodnow, C.C., Adelstein, S., and Basten, A. (1990). The need for10% heat-inactivated FCS (Life Technologies), 2 mM L glutamine,
central and peripheral tolerance in the B cell repertoire. Science1 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.1 mM nonessential amino acids, 10 mM
248, 1373–1379.HEPES, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 �g/ml streptomycin, and 5 � 10�5

M 2-ME (all from Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were harvested after 16 hr, Groom, J., Kalled, S.L., Cutler, A.H., Olson, C., Woodcock, S.A.,
stained with anti-B220-PerCP, HEL � HyHEL5-FITC and anti-mouse Schneider, P., Tschopp, J., Cachero, T.G., Batten, M., Wheway, J.,
CD86-PE (BD Biosciences), and analyzed by flow cytometry. Mean et al. (2002). Association of BAFF/BLyS overexpression and altered
CD86 fluorescence intensity was calculated for HEL� B220� cells. B cell differentiation with Sjogren’s syndrome. J. Clin. Invest. 109,

59–68.
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